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Kent Wong & Hamilton Cheng:
Partners in Governance
How Industry Veteran Teams up with Young
Professional to Inspire Sound Corporate Values
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how Tai Fook Jewellery
Group Ltd (Chow Tai Fook)
has two reasons – not just one
– to be proud of the company’s
governance system. Last December, both
its Managing Director and its Finance
Director and Company Secretary were
given the Institute’s awards for Executive
Directors among non-Hang Seng Indexes
constituents.

Collaborating as Team
Having joined Chow Tai Fook back in
1977, Mr Kent Wong Siu Kee is a veteran
who knows the company inside out. He
also is familiar with both markets across
the border; he was responsible for developing Chow Tai Fook’s business in Mainland China before being appointed to
oversee the entire company in 2008.

Cheng for his “strategic thinking,” his
“strong knowledge of the listing rules and
the latest trends in corporate governance.” He was said to have played a
“pivotal role in transforming a traditional
family-owned company into a corporate
with overseas presence” and one
managed systematically via “scientific
analyses and performance indicators.”

When commenting on why they awarded
Mr Wong, the Judges credited this
“long-serving director” for leading the
jewellery group to “remarkable growth
with his strong business acumen, experience and knowledge.” Judges also
commended him for “building a corporate culture that empowers employees to
follow internal procedures for proper
checks and balances and timely disclosure.”

The two executive directors may have
come from different backgrounds, but
they apparently complement each other in
skills and mind-set when it comes to
corporate governance. They share the
same values and go about promoting
them by playing different roles. As the
company’s “spiritual leader,” Mr Wong
sets the tone and weaves the fibres of the
corporate culture. As the professional
with the technical know-how, Mr Cheng
drafts, fine-tunes and reviews the methodology to comply with regulations and to
fulfil the corporate values.

The company’s other awardee is Finance
Director and Company Secretary Mr
Hamilton Cheng Ping Hei, who joined
Chow Tai Fook much later in 2004. Armed
with a business degree and professional
certifications in accounting and company
secretarial disciplines, he was fast-tracked
up the corporate ladder to become one of
the youngest executive directors of Chow
Tai Fook at age 37 in 2011.
Mr Kent Wong
ཀԐӠ
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In their citation, the judges praised Mr

Upholding Integrity as Core Value
So what is the foremost core value for
Chow Tai Fook, a retail chain dealing in
precious commodities and luxury items?
“Integrity is fundamental for a retail
business to achieve sustainability,” said
Mr Wong. Indeed, Chow Tai Fook’s
corporate value – “Sincerity . Eternity” is
based on this fundamental principle.

As for other core values, Mr Wong listed
accountability, engagement with various
stakeholders and transparency. Mr Cheng
believes likewise. “In particular, we strive
to achieve a high level of transparency,”
he said, by “building on other aspects
such as accountability,” which all work
towards “reflecting our commitment in
upholding integrity, equity and fairness,
etc.”
To meet the core value of integrity as a
retailer – and one that is listed on the
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd – Mr
Wong said that “proper internal control
and risk management measures are vital
to operations. It is only when a sound
system is in place that a listed retailer can
satisfy customer demands and reinforce
their confidence (in the company’s brand
name) through providing quality products
and services.”
In line with maintaining brand integrity, a
“strict quality control system” is in place
“to ensure product authenticity,” Mr
Wong said. Central to this is a “Business
Intelligence System” (BIS) that collects
real-time sales and operating data using
in-house developed Radio-frequency Identification (RFID)-enabled smart devices.
Data thus collected by these devices are
run through the BIS for big data analysis to
understand customer spending patterns,
predict sales trends and to assess
management efficiency and effectiveness
in general, he explained.
Chow Tai Fook’s “qualitative management process” involves a series of control
procedures that emphasizes “monitoring
at fixed locations, fixed times and with
fixed quantities to strengthen overall
control from multiple aspects,” Mr Wong
said.
In addition, Mr Wong said Chow Tai
Fook’s vertically integrated business
model gives the jewellery group “centralised and tight control over processes”
ranging from raw material procurement
to jewellery design, production and
marketing and sales with a global retail
network of over 2,300 points of sale.

Taking Practical Approach to
Governance
On the compliance and governance front,
the person in charge of installing and
upkeeping a system of control and risk
management is Mr Cheng. He has been
taking what he described as a “pragmatic
and step-by-step approach.”
First, he set standards for each aspect of
governance as follows:
• Define parameters and set objectives
according to priority;
• Do the “basic and mandatory” by observing listing rules and related regulations
and do the "enhancement and voluntary"
by benchmarking industry standards and
best practices;
• Develop strategies, policies and procedures and key performance indicators;
and
• Progress to review and improve regularly.
“When setting standards, I asked myself
whether they were viable, applicable,
achievable and reasonable,” Mr Cheng
said. “There’s no point in having standards that are not suitable for the company
or are impractical.”

Mr Hamilton Cheng
ᏑएᆧԐӠ

Second, he tried to come up with both
quantitative and qualitative measures to
keep tab of how the standards would be met.

Cheng added. The idea is to do more than
meeting the mandatory requirements. To
enhance transparency, for instance, he
opted to do “voluntary disclosure” by
publishing quarterly announcements and
providing more information in the annual
report.

“Quantitative measures are important to
ensure that we follow the road map, not just
in terms of meeting the listing rules but
also to lay the foundation for our corporate
governance structure,” Mr Cheng said.

Third, given that qualitative standards are
hard to gauge, Mr Cheng would consider
benchmarking by using industry best
practices and professional evaluation
criteria for reference.

Quantitative results invariably involve
frequency or volume. Mr Wong explained
how it worked in terms of keeping an “active
dialogue with various stakeholders,”
namely, equity analysts, the media, prospective investors and the public. Last financial
year, for instance, Chow Tai Fook attended
over 526 one-on-one and group meetings
with investors, seven investor conferences
and 18 non-deal road shows in Hong Kong,
Boston, Chicago and London, etc.

In terms of implementation, the company
has in place a governance structure
applicable at all levels to daily operations.
Staff also are given refreshers and updates
regularly at in-house presentations,
workshops and other training events.

Qualitative measures will be developed
“as applicable and progressively,” Mr

Bearing in Mind Market Cycles
Keenly aware that consumers tend to
spend less on luxury items during an
economic downturn, Messrs Wong and
Cheng also favour strategic planning to
forestall risks. They believe that business
sustainability hinges a lot on governance.

ॷ෫ီٱᏰོĻġġГΙжकီٱ
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“Corporates should have the foresight to
develop strategies and directions for
responding to market trends,” Mr Wong
said. Guided by good governance, a company will take the opportunity of an unfavourable economic environment to reform and
optimise operations and to streamline
processes and systems for greater efficiency. At the same time, a company practicing
sustainability will “encourage staff to
overcome hurdles together and to keep
their faith in long-term growth,” he said.
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۹

Ђᇊភ༰ᄥգনгҦȞ۹
ЂᇊȟԴᇒᢜۘўবፁᅁ
գږѽሹНȂփѷϘࠝ
ی൰ȂԯऎԴҝՐĲĳġ ѡȂႍ
гҦߞၭڰᗁ၃ನфசၭڰгҦ૪੩
ᛕᛕԴȶ൰ҍၭڰጨȷߞȶࠧ㡱Ӡࢽዴ
жߵșșே֖ၭڰȷೡ־КᖔጨȄ
ӣЖڞΨ
՝ݺĲĺĸĸՐҐϢ۹ЂᇊߞཀȂЙ֭
࣏ᅆгҦᖢՂࢽߞց֊ЄȂӺฅയ༟
ݤ۹ЂᇊԴаߞசȂߡĳııĹՐജ

ᇒߞ൵ྲᘌཕȄȷթҳȂໞᄥሮऎȂ
ȶ۹Ђᇊភ༰ᄥӤཇਛࢺգߞгҦ
ᆊᢏ་কઔҳߞԋȂѽॊᐯмߞжޘ
۶ࠑࢽዾᅁ֖ڀмߞᇒನȂᏑԐӠԴ
ჅКطᆊদঋߞ֒ڎȄȷ
ᐐᇒഺ֜یே֖ၭڰգ㣣ЙԢߞ०Ȃ֭
ށᢖԳȂԴԋᇒўবȂҁেЙ֭Դث
କ۶ࢥᇯϯକТहႃ҇ȂӺྻჅԧ
ߞ֒ڎȂԴгҦׅϧࢆෳҁেԒԢࢺՇߞ
ኊৃȄ֯ऎгҦߞȶᇟૠታഞȷȂཀԐӠ
യऎгҦߞԋћмۘܠᎠȂփᏑԐ
Ӡ֯ऎϘԩᐾգࠝߢᝊߞϠЀȂࡋ
യନᕢȃྋᎠ۶ᕭԪഢ۶ᅁᎹԋኊ
ৃߞўޱȄ
оၖ࣏߬ਯЖቋ
ڤኃȂᅆݺ۹Ђᇊഺਛொࡡہწழܸڽሲ
Ȃ൵দঋߞ੮ѕኊৃ࣏ЦኃȉȶწழӅ༷
ѽ႕ࠫऎӎȂЖକᅁҞࢺ᠈ਣȄȷཀԐ
ӠሲȄڰᅁϯȂ۹Ђᇊߞ੮ѕࡡ๕ኊৃȶૌ
႕ġȆġӖ㡱ȷȂ࣏ѽթऎڶᙩȄ
ཀԐӠӺԕҍ۹Ђᇊߞێҁ੮ѕኊৃȈ
ݺயയȇሃЙԢࢺж഼߰ȇѽфۍށ
࢘ȄᏑԐӠϵߧࢺहԢߞኊৃȄȶاেэ
ێ७ϧݺ෩гҦߞ࢘ށȄȷҁሲȂȶ
ഺ࢙ݺݺயയຈێҁ੮ѕኊৃНϯȄ
ȷփгҦߞݙգ੮ѕኊৃȂൌ࣏ऎϞȶх
࣍ҍاেԴிՇ႕ࠫȃгӀ۶гӒຈўব
ߞׅϧȷȄ

The management of Chow Tai Fook Jewellery Group toasts for the group’s 85th Anniversary
۹Ђᇊភ༰ᄥᇒನኸᗝޓዉૡ༰ᄥĹĶ۹Րራዉ

Looking deeper into the matter, Mr Cheng
said “good policies and guiding principles
are important” to ensure that an economic
downturn does not compromise governance. “Management may neglect some
governance aspects while focusing on
business, thus losing the balance,” he
noted. “For instance, in going for
short-term profit instead of long-term
value, a company may sacrifice integrity for
commercial benefit. Meanwhile, low staff
morale may jeopardise employee relations
and affect performance.”
At Chow Tai Fook, the two vanguards
make sure that sound governance prevails
at all times. They succeed because they
have the company’s interest at heart.
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ѽᆾရԑгҦߞদԇȄԯթҁϵࠧ௱ጢఉ
КสیԳߞភҾඞȄ
᎘ۖཀԐӠߞᖔጨ১ԯȂໞᄥሮऎഺ֜
ȶႤಎߞၭڰȂѽూᏟߞៈះȃ၃ᢚ
۶ߢᝊȂታᐱгҦۤఀࠧϲߞኧࠜȄȷԢ
Ȃໞᄥϫᣙෳҁȶ࢙Ӳᔹߞډԋћ
мȂᢰ৶ЍҞڶаൊ֖ؔڰѽፁ࠲Ⴛ
֯ۘᓊۍـੜȂӺକфݣᠨႤୈȄȷ
ҩϘ֜ڽ۹Ђᇊߞఀጨ࣏߰ݺĳııĵՐЖ
ҐϢႍгҦߞசၭڰгҦ૪੩Ꮡएᆧ
ȄҁԴгҦߞਣϘџϼڧȂݺڭĳıĲĲՐ
ȂѽĴĸ࿐Нऎ۹ЂᇊᑢێڽКϘ֜൵
Րቅߞே֖ၭڰȄ
ໞᄥԴᅆᏑԐӠߞໞሬКᣙෳҁЙ֭ȶ
ۍ൯ᐼರࢥւȷȂӺȶ෪ϯҾഢࡋ۶ԋ

֯ऎϘਛЏԴশสᗑԪӹݙݽգনгҦϯҾ
ߞწழȂ۹Ђᇊ࿂ऎদ႕ࠫȄऎႿۖթ
੮ѕኊৃȂཀԐӠࠑӯԴசᖉႻϯȶஇՀ
аൊᆾఠ۶লᔍᇒನనࣉ࣏ࠧ௱দঋߞȄϯ
ҾწழгҦӅ༷գډՀߞۘ࢘ȂЖକፁ࠲റ
ૌኊᅁȂڭѽૌ႕އசᆕږᠪࢉቮِȂంփ
Ꮾ۽ҁেȞᅆгҦࡡ๕ȟߞࠫѕȷȄ
ཀԐӠሲȂऎᇯ᠕ࡡ๕႕ࠫȂ۹Ђᇊయ֖
ȶទߞࡡᎳᕭเڀȷȂѽȶፁ࠲ಯࡡൌ
࣏ӒറȷȄփᇛКᝯᘣ࣏ళӡϞϘৎჅ
֖ु൯գ๑።ਡᔛґକĩœŇŊŅĪߞขକന൯
ڽ՜༰Ꮪழ۶சᖉႻዴᑂߞȶข
କڀȷȄҁႋ៖ሲȂ׀ӡഺڱന൯՜༰ఀ
ߞڽዴᑂྻᓮϢۖгҦߞขକڀ་֖
ЂዴᑂжޘȂѽϞႋᠪࢉߞᘉ೫ᅚȃჰเ
Ꮪழᘌཕфໞ֤ᑋᢜߞᇒನੜತ۶ੜକȄ
ཀԐӠࠑӯȂ۹ЂᇊߞȶಯࡡᎳ༓ᕭเჅ
ȷҒףϘڀԕᆾఠؔȂᎠȶܠᙇȃ
ܠфܠ༓ᆾఠȂѽంԺўবҐᑋᢜఠ
ۘȷȄ

On behalf of Chow Tai Fook, Mr Kent Wong (second from the right) presents the sponsorship cheque to United Nations Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF).
۹Ђᇊ҃ࠑཀԐӠĩҠϟĪቍӹᝒׄຠภњೈПᗑԪۊຆࠛȄ

թҳȂཀԐӠࠑӯȂ۹ЂᇊߞߡᑋԪ
சጀՑକᢰ༰ᄥᅆᑋৎச֯ҍȶ
Ϙփ༰КߞᖉႻᆾఠȷȂێКઘфߞፑ
ඛం১لਫ਼ళᘉۖភനȃӠಯфҾ
ඞయዃȂѽфԴԑಧჅĳĭĴııৎწழᙇ
ߞᏚழᇨປȄ
ᄂᆓݽ
ԴՇഢ۶ᇒўবȂᏑԐӠയന၉۶ᇒ
ನఠۘфলᔍᇒನڀȄϘߡѽڽȂҁൌ
࣏ళۤϘৎҁ؛ਟऎȶசᅁфࢷൊබߞ
இޱȷȄ
ԐȂҁऎԧৎᇒፑۘܠϞѽϭዾȈ
• ੲᑂᔹԐըؔനܠഢፑ۶Ӳӫዾȇ
• இՀȶӎ۶ۘݑȷߞȂзᅁᓲՇϯҾ
ഢࡋфहᝯڼޱȇஇՀȶᔹмߞݑȷ
ߞȂѽधዾф൵ڸᑆՇڽӲȇ
• ۘܠຉರȃࣆຉфؔڭܠѹঋࠑ
ࢽዾȇѽф
• ܠงᕭ་࢘ф֯ҍؼຠȄ
ȶԴۘܠዾȂྻاயЎഺڱዾ࣏
ۡڙྥ
Ҟ֖ȃԪᏋȃҞႿфԪನߞȄȷᏑԐ
ӠሲȂȶՂލঋӲߞዾڭЙᏋԪгҦ
࣏ݕЙзᅁቫߞȂ๑ӅঋళӡϞȄȷ

ۡ໔ࡾࡾܒۡڷ
ێըȂҁᄘႏ෩ҍܠ༓ࢽዾ۶ࢽݑܠዾڽ
ᓊ༓ഺڱዾ࣏Ղ֣ႿߞȄ

ȶܠ༓ߞࢽዾ࣏࢝দঋߞȂҞፁ࠲اেࢷ
Ⴎ።ᄦ֖ڰȂഺЙඏऎϞԪϯҾഢࡋ
ȂӺ࣏ऎϞฆгҦߞԋᇒࣛᅹටϭډ
ՀߞᚂȄȷᏑԐӠሲȄ
ܠ༓ߞຕލ๑Ҟᘖֺྻઘфըዴ۶ዴ༓Ȅ
ཀԐӠႋ៖ഺՂ֣ᕒׄгҦȶሃЙԢߞࢺ
ж߰࠲ࢺᒕ࿂഼ȷȂညКҒࣁߵೈжޘ
৶ȃཇණȃጕԴظႤ߰۶гಿϠЀຈȄڼ
ՂԴϯϘৎՐȂ۹ЂᇊԒணҐϞĶĳķৎ
ϘᅆϘфᄥᢜظႤ߰ྻ៉ȃĸৎظႤ߰ु
ྻфĲĹඞࠧӹݽႮᆊȂфশสȃޯЀჲ
ȃ߿Ґ৯фຈԳȄ
ᏑԐӠႃ҇ሲȂࢽݑܠዾྻȶੲᑂҞ֖ڽݑ
ുَۘܠȷȄգഺৎྐ࣏ޱԯऎгҦౕؓႵ
ۘഢߞܠஇఀـԺȄऎϞ෩࢘ށȂҁ
ᓴᑄ֯ҍȶݣݑᠨȷȂ୵ϞԴՐඡа෩
ـڻԺႤୈҳȂӺྻгҿ࢘ܞ၃ᖉዴᑂȄ
ϬȂᡥࢽݑܠݺዾڭЙਟݽ༓࢘ȂᏑԐ
ӠւዋࢷधߞډՀᑆՇфໞ֤
ࡋڽӲȂѽ֯ணւȄ
ॏҳஅྥ
Դே֖ўবȂ۹ЂᇊЙ֭ऎџ௱Ⴛ֯ۘ
ܠϞϘৎᅆԧૺᏋӡߞᇒࣛᅹȂӺ
ྻܠงᗝᓱаൊᚎЬྻȃЍ֯תфێҁ
ைࣿஜȂᢰ৶Ѝգᑟྻ་۶ᖔఀ൵
ྲߞႤୈȄ

Жѿൟں
գڍઐ߰Դ၃ᕻֲྻิьᘉொࡡہ
ȂཀԐӠ۶ᏑԐӠӺᝒళۤຉರݑൊ၌ڽ
ڨፑলᔍȄҁেहࠫசକ᠈ࢺਣȂ࢝
Ђൊжۤٙݺԋᇒ࣏இఀՀȄ
ȶԋӅ༷ঋգࡈ ݑȂѽۘܠຉರ۶
ўԨڽᕕҾඞᘌཕȄȷཀԐӠሲȄՂލ
ԋᇒஇఀՀȂϘਛгҦգକϧ㣣
၃ᕻЙؼভ۶ᔹмႻ֯ᑟۘȂڭჅ
ᚎмؔ۶ۘ࢘ڽ෩пੜತȄሃթԢȂ
ཀԐӠࠑӯȂϘਛҞࢺ᠈ਣߞгҦӺྻ
ȶᄁᔽ৶ЍԒԢֹקއȂϫྻᜦܠ৶Ѝ
ᅆгҦࠜቈਣߞࠫѕȄȷ
ـಎϢϘᙇऻڽഺৎயᛟȂᏑԐӠሲȶ
գՀߞࣆຉ۶ࢽєࡋ࣏࢝দঋߞȷȂ
ഺዹЖҞፁ࠲ԋԴ၃ᕻֲϵକ
ிࢺډՀᇒȄȶԴަݺசȂᇒ
ನኸҞକྻ݆ರൊжᇒயᛟȂൄҵ
ᓊȄȷҁࢽҍȂȶڼՂȂॶҪ㣣ೀݺ
งߞळ׀փࠧࠜቈߞኊৃȂгҦҞ
କऎϞૈ׀փ᠁ग႕ࠫȄԢȂՂ
ލ৶ЍЀઈֲၢȂҞକྫਚൻႤᝯ࠼
ڭᠩҁেߞࠑȄȷ
գᓥഺ֜یԐᏡدᝯȂ۹ЂᇊЖକےே
֖ډՀᇒȄҁেНݙѽґȂԑԯҁে
دгҦߞݸૈ׀ԴѕϯȄ
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